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A myriad of initiatives to raise the capabilities of local media professionals 
 
Yesterday, the Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA) launched various efforts aimed at raising the standards of 
Singapore’s media landscape. 
 
They include the Story Lab Apprenticeship programme which endeavours to provide young media professionals structured training 
while they work, giving them the opportunity to develop key skills across in-demand job roles so that they can play bigger roles 
within the media sector. 
 
Those interested can apply to work with award-winning media companies based in Singapore, such as Beach House Pictures, 
GHY Culture & Media, Mediacorp, and mm2 Entertainment. More than 60 apprenticeship roles, including those in broadcasting, 
writing, digital marketing and content production, will be offered over a period of two years.  
 
Applications for the programme will end on 29 September, according to a statement issued by IMDA. 
 
Announced yesterday by Minister for Communications and Information, Mr S Iswaran, who was Guest-of-Honour at LASALLE 
College of the Arts’ convocation ceremony, he said in his speech: “IMDA has been promoting the concept of ‘Made-with-Singapore’ 
to bring together the best local and international talent for quality storytelling, and to gain access to new markets and opportunities.” 
 
Other efforts that were launched include a new programme called Script to Screen, which is aimed at helping writers get their works 
produced. According to IMDA, this supports the current WritersLab programme that is organised by LASALLE to develop 
scriptwriting competencies. 
 
Through the Script to Screen programme, WritersLab participants will have the opportunity to present story ideas and watch it get 
produced into a pilot, offering them an invaluable experience to be part of an actual production on set. 
 
Apart from that, local talents can also learn from international media experts through a series of training programmes and 
masterclasses as delivered by the British Film Institute (BFI). There will additionally be opportunities for producers to participate in 
London Film Festival, and students from Institutes of Higher Learning (IHL) to attend a ten-day immersive experience at Pinewood 
Studios.  
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IMDA will also expand its cooperation with LASALLE to introduce the David Puttnam’s ProducersLab programme. Beginning next 
year, it is designed to equip media professionals with practical skills to enable them to create, pitch, and finance content for TV, 
online and streaming platforms. 
 
IMDA’s Chief Executive Officer, Mr Tan Kiat How, said that though there is a high demand for local and regional media 
professionals, the rise of digital platforms necessitates new skills in storytelling. He continued, “For that reason, IMDA is working 
with partners to introduce various programmes to help aspiring talent become industry-ready, and support media professionals 
in upgrading their skills” 
 
As Singapore hopes to become a media hub and gateway to the rest of Asia, Mr S Iswaran further added that Singapore will 
continue to develop its creative talents with relevant industry experience in order to produce better stories for audiences around the 
world. 
	
Photo caption: Mr S Iswaran (middle, front) together with board members and senior management of LASALLE, as well as 
recipients of the LASALLE Award for Academic Excellence. Photo credit to the Ministry of Communications and Information. 


